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What is a money market fund*
Money market fund objectives


Preservation of principal – maintain $1.00 share value (NAV)



Provide daily liquidity



Maximize investment yield

Credit and investment
process
Independent credit ratings
(S&P, Moody’s, Fitch)

Additional features and benefits of a money market fund
Regulatory oversight



AAA rated by Moody’s, S&P or Fitch



Substantial diversification



Yield competitive with direct investments



Convenient purchase and redemption cut-off times for same-day transactions



Regulatory/Rating Agency oversight (Rule 2a-7, IMMFA)

(SEC Rule 2a-7,

IMMFA)

*An investment in a money market fund is not insured by the FDIC or any other government agency. Although money market
funds strive to preserve the value of the investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in a money
market fund.
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Money Market Funds versus Cash Deposits

For illustrative purposes only
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Investments held by Money Market Funds

For illustrative purposes only
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Segmenting Corporate liquidity needs and maximizing return
Effective liquidity management seeks to increase cash efficiency. It extracts maximum value from cash
resources and optimizes working capital performance.
Segment cash by liquidity needs and risk profile

Cash characteristics

($ MM)

OPERATING
 Cash typically used for daily operating needs, may be subject to
unforeseen volatility
 Requires preservation of principal
 Late-day access
 Same-day liquidity
Operating cash
(Horizon — daily)

RESERVE
 Investment horizon of twelve months or longer
 Fairly static, same-day access not needed
 Cash set aside for possible acquisition, stock repurchasing and R&D

Reserve cash
(Horizon — annual)

RESTRICTED
 Balances trapped in highly regulated jurisdictions or with
repatriation-related tax issues
 Cash collateral tied to credit agreements or derivative contracts

Restricted cash
(Horizon — longer-term)

STRATEGIC
 No short-term forecasted use
 Cash on balance sheet that has not been historically used
 Investment horizon of one year or longer

Strategic cash
(Horizon — longer-term)

1st Quarter

2nd Quarter

3rd Quarter

4th Quarter

The chart shown is for illustrative purposes only.
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Reducing portfolio risk throughout the credit crisis
Number of approved issuers
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* Total change: 5%

Banking
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** Average change: 133%

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. March 31, 2010.
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Appendix
J.P. Morgan Capabilities
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Global Liquidity Capabilities
J.P. Morgan Global Liquidity is the short-term investment division of J.P. Morgan Asset Management, one of
the largest asset managers in the world. We provide consultation and expertise.
Our Clients

Our clients




Areas of consultation

Domestic & multinational
corporations



Investment guidelines



Cash segmentation
strategies



Taxable vs. tax-free
investing

State & local
governments



Retirement plans



Endowments &
Foundations



Fund & separately
managed portfolios



Individuals





Sovereigns &
supranationals

Global investment
options
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J.P. Morgan Asset Management
Executive Summary
Scale

Assets ($bn)


Short Term: $5131



Total AUM: $1,1612

Knowledge and a diversified client base
Asset Profile
Global Service

Execution

Risk Management
All data as of June 30, 2010. 1 Above numbers are total global short-term assets
(inclusive of all currencies). Above numbers do not include separately managed
portfolios of the Private Bank. 2 Based on AUM for the Asset Management (JPMAM,
PCS, PB) division of JPMorgan Chase & Co. as of June 30, 2010. The above chart is for
illustrative purposes only.
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Growth of international liquidity fund assets
Cumulative weekly percentage growth in assets
Date range: June 29, 2007 to August 27, 2010

$165 Bn

$620 bn

$83bn
$473bn

Source: Offshore Money Fund Analyzer (iMoneyNet), August 31, 2010. Please note: Assets are in USD with historical FX rates.
NOT FOR SALE IN THE U.S. OR TO U.S. PERSONS
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Top 10 international money market fund providers
US$bn

Total market size:

US$653bn

JPM market share:

25%

Source: iMoneyNet Offshore Analyzer, monthly data as of August 31, 2010. Historical FX rates as of August 31, 2010.
* BlackRock’s AUM include Barclays Global Investors
** Legg Mason’s AUM includes Western Asset
NOT FOR SALE IN THE U.S. OR TO U.S. PERSONS
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World class servicing capabilities
Partner with one of the most respected names in institutional financial services
Dedicated service


Global coverage across the U.S., Europe and Asia



Experienced client service team with multilingual capabilities



Liquidity account management using our online trading platform

Convenient transaction options


Late-day fund cut-off times



Unlimited fund transactions



Direct debit functionality, linking your investment and demand
deposit accounts



Straight through processing via the Global Cash Portal, SWIFT
or FTP file transmissions

Flexible redemptions


Online access

Global client support – local coverage


Asia



Europe



North America

Multiple redemption payment times throughout the day, allowing
access to working capital at any time
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Secure online trading via the Global Cash Portal



Online access to historic transactions, yields and balances for
immediate download into Excel



Access the Global Cash Portal to view monthly statements
online – second business day in EMEA and the U.S. and third
business day in Asia

EMEA/Asia disclosure – non US investors
J.P. Morgan Asset Management is the brand for the asset management business of
JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its affiliates worldwide. Issued in Hong Kong by JPMorgan
Funds (Asia) Limited, which is regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission; in
Singapore by JPMorgan Asset Management (Singapore) Limited, which is regulated by
the Monetary Authority of Singapore and in Japan by JPMorgan Securities Japan
Limited which is regulated by the Financial Services Agency.

When a subscription involves a foreign exchange transaction, it may be subject to the
fluctuations of currency values. Exchange rates may also cause the value of underlying
overseas investments to go up or down. Investments in emerging markets may involve
a higher element of risk due to political and economic instability and underdeveloped
markets and systems. Investments in smaller companies may involve a higher degree
of risk as small cap markets tend to be much more volatile than their larger
capitalization counterparts. Where a fund invests in non-investment grade bonds an
increased risk to the capital will arise.

This document is intended for informational purposes only. It is not an offer to buy or sell
units or shares of funds, or the solicitation of any offer to buy or sell units or shares of
funds, which offer can only be made pursuant to the offering document(s) of the
relevant funds. Investment involves risk. Please refer to the respective offering
document(s) of the relevant funds.

The document should be read in conjunction with the Prospectus and or the relevant
Simplified Prospectus. All transactions should be based on the latest available
prospectus and local offering document (as applicable) which contain more information
regarding charges, entry fees and minimum investment amount. A copy of the
Prospectus, local offering document, annual report, semi-annual report and the articles
of incorporation of all the J.P. Morgan fund ranges are available free of charge upon
request from J.P. Morgan Asset Management (Europe) S.à r.l., European Bank and
Business Centre, 6 route de Trèves, L-2633 Senningerberg, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg, your financial adviser or your regional contact. Please consult your tax or
legal advisor about any issues regarding accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment
recommendations discussed here. Issued by J.P. Morgan Asset Management (Europe)
S.à r.l.

Any forecasts, figures, opinions or investment techniques and strategies set out, unless
otherwise stated, are J.P. Morgan Asset Management’s own at September 2010. They
are considered to be accurate at the time of writing, but no warranty of accuracy is given
and no liability in respect of any error or omission is accepted. They may be subject to
change without reference or notification to you. The views contained herein are not to
be taken as an advice or recommendation to buy or sell any investment and the material
should not be relied upon as containing sufficient information to support an investment
decision. It should be noted that the value of investments and the income from them
may fluctuate.

Materials issued in the United Kingdom will be approved for use by J.P. Morgan Asset
Management Marketing Limited, 125 London Wall, London EC2Y 5AY. J.P. Morgan
Asset Management Marketing Limited is authorized and regulated by the Financial
Services Authority. Investors should note that there is no right to cancel an agreement
to purchase shares under the Rules of the Financial Services Authority and that the
normal protections provided by the UK regulatory system do not apply and
compensation under the Financial Services’ Compensation Scheme is not available.
Issued in all other jurisdictions by J.P. Morgan Asset Management (Europe) Société à
responsabilité limitée, European Bank & Business Centre, 6 route de Trèves, L-2633
Senningerberg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, R.C.S. Luxembourg B27900, corporate
capital EUR 10.000.000.
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